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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option B
B. Option D
C. Option A
D. Option C
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
IP phone 1 has the MAC address 11111.1111.1111, while IP phone 2 has the MAC address
2222.2222.2222. The first two incoming calls were answered by IP phone 1, while the third
incoming call was answered by IP phone 2. What will happen to the fourth incoming call?
A. Neither phone will ring and the call will be forwarded to 2100.
B. Both phones will ring and either phones can answer the call.
C. Both phones will ring, but only IP phone 2 can answer the call.
D. Only IP phone 2 will ring and can answer the call.
E. Neither phone will ring and the call will be forwarded to 2200.
Answer: B

Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
In shared line configuration phone share the same line so it is possible for any phone to answer
the call.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two are true about Oracle recovery and data protection solutions?
A. Oracle Data Guard can prevent data loss caused by a site failure.
B. RMAN can be used to flashback a database.
C. Data Recovery Advisor can be used to restore a single file from an RMAN backupset.
D. RMAN can be used to roll back committed transactions.
E. Data Recovery Advisor can be used to validate backup strategies.
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following statements about modified internal rate of return (MIRR) and internal
rate of return (IRR) is correct?
A. MIRR favours projects with long payback periods whereas IRR does not.
B. MIRR and IRR will always rank competing projects in the same order.
C. MIRR uses a more realistic reinvestment assumption than IRR.
D. A project's MIRR will always be higher than its IRR.
Answer: C
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